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Retail CRM 4.0:  The new rules of customer-led relationships
People expect brands to respond to them in relevant ways and make transactions easy, fast, 
frictionless, and instantaneous. Retailers are rapidly feeling this behavior change and must 
adapt now or risk marginalization. To deliver on the new customer journey, brands need to go 
beyond interactions to making predictions and delivering the next-best action through AI. 

Don’t race to catch up. Race to get ahead.  
Together, Merkle and Salesforce are partnered to enable the next level of CRM, with 
identity resolution, predictive targeting, and the technology to make advertising more 
addressable, experiences more personal, and relationships more direct across multiple 
touchpoints. 

Merkle helps you build and manage consumer profiles — using first- and third-party data 
with robust integrations to:

• Salesforce Marketing Cloud 
• Salesforce DMP 
• Salesforce Ad Studio  
• Salesforce Commerce Cloud 

Focus on your high-value customers and achieve better engagement and higher 
profitability for known customers. It’s now possible through Merkle’s digital identity 
resolution and Salesforce’s machine learning via Einstein.

CRM TRANSFORMATION

MERKLE’S APPROACH

RETAIL FULLFORCE SOLUTION

Your Salesforce engine has more power than you know!
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Retail CRM 4.0 Case Study 
Global Consumer Electronics and Entertainment Brand
Merkle and Salesforce joined forces to help a leading electronics and entertainment company eff ectively grow customer 
relationships and loyalty. By establishing a single view of the customer across multiple business units, Merkle deployed 
Salesforce Marketing Cloud, DMP, Commerce Cloud, and Service Cloud in a custom integration. Then, Merkle applied its 
expertise in CRM and people-based marketing to transform the brand’s program through data. The result is a high-performing 
loyalty and online engagement destination.

Get started today!
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